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How to Conduct a TV Interview 

Whether you‟re conducting an on-air television interview for a 

news story or taping one for a talk show, there are a few TV 

interview tips you should keep in mind when sitting down in front 

of your subjects: 

 

Know your subject. Do your pre-interview homework before sitting 

down to ask someone questions. Know their credentials or their 

background, research their expertise, and be aware of any 

controversial discussion topics. 

 

Prep your subject. The interviewee should have the chance to 

prepare for the questions they‟ll be asked. While you don‟t usually 

need to provide a complete list of specific interview questions, 

give them a general idea or the key points of what they‟ll be asked 

and the topics that will be covered. You want an element of 

spontaneity without catching your subject completely off-guard. 



Start slow. Have a goal in mind for the kind of information you want to glean 

from this interview, and slowly work your way towards it by asking simple 

questions. Interviews can be emotional, and hammering people with 

„gotcha-style‟ questioning or asking the tough questions too soon can cause 

the interviewee to feel uncomfortable, especially if this is their first TV 

interview. Remember that this is an interview, not an interrogation. You 

want to gain your subject‟s trust and build to the intense, revealing 

moments naturally, while also making sure to cover the main points of the 

story. 



Use active listening. Use your body language to indicate your 

attention and focus is on the person you‟re interviewing. Letting your 

interviewee talk and tell their story with only minimal guidance is the 

ideal way to conduct your interview. You want your audience to see a 

person freely sharing their story, product, experience, or 

knowledge—not someone being prodded for sound bites. Even after 

your subject has answered your question, maintain eye contact and 

leave a small pause. It‟s likely your interviewee has a few prepared 

answers, so give them a moment to try and fill the silence 

themselves. What they offer may be more of value than continuously 

trying to steer the conversation yourself.  



Ask open-ended questions. Ask follow-up questions to gain more information 

from your subject, but rather than searching for „yes‟ or „no‟ answers, ask 

questions that will lead to a story, or an emotional share. For instance, “how 

did you feel when you sold an album for the first time?” Or, “when did you 

realize you wanted to be a doctor?” These questions may not be part of your 

outline, but it‟s important to react with follow-ups that can expand the 

story—and questions you know your viewers would want to know the 

answers to. 



































Indoor & Outdoor Production 



PRE-PRODUCTION PHASE 

 

The pre-production phase is an important and the foremost stage  

for any production as it's the foundation of the 

programme being produced, whether its news or  

entertainment programme.The director infuses in to 

the script, certain liveliness and life like quality through the means of scenes

. 

 

He or she is the final judge in the matter 

of conflict. Characterization, motivation and  

technique are the elements, which polish a production. 

 

(There are two kinds of productions technically and both require different pr

erequisites in pre-production phase. 

� Indoor production 

� Outdoor production 

 



Director as producer 

The Director is called Producer in 

TV production as s/he handles the financial matters along with all 

other issues regarding programme. For any indoor or outdoor production the fir

st thing is to prepare a budget.) 

 

There are certain things a 

Producer has to plan before any production, which include: 

 

Talent 

Talent means any person participating in 

the production directly or indirectly other than the technical 

staff of the organization. It can be researcher, scriptwriter, comparer, 

anchorperson, newsreader,newscaster or the actors and artists 

in case of drama production.  

 

Electronic News Gathering (ENG) 

It's the term used for the technical production facilities  

required for outdoor productions. It's the camera 

crew including a cameraman, an audio engineer and a light man. 



Characters or performers 

These may include the entire artists who have 

to appear on screen in any capacity as compair, 

anchorperson, newsreader, newscaster or the actors. 

 

Storyboard 

It is the outline of the production and in it 

the director decides the plan of action, how the shooting is to 

be done and design on what grounds the recording will be carried on. 



Outdoor Production 

For each Outdoor Production, reconnaissance is necessary as you are

 going to a remote location from 

the studios. It includes: 

 

Reconnaissance 

It's the survey for the location in case of outdoor productions. The dire

ctor along with the camera man 

goes to the particular location foe spot inspection and plans the 

placement of camera, shooting angles 

and other matters regarding recording. 

 

Traveling expanses 

In case of outdoor productions the director has to mention the travelin

g expanses to be incurred on the 

programme on the transportation, accommodation of 

the technical staff and the artists. 



Unforeseen expenditures 

The producer should also have the 

surplus budget for any unexpected expenditure, if it comes across 

during the course of production. 

 

Programme Budget Proposal (PBP) 

The Programme Budget proposal for each episode is always sent b

efore any recording, as it includes the 

payments of the different talents in the programme 

so that the Accounts department prepares the 

cheques respectively, well in time. 



Programme Budget Estimate (PBE) 

Preparation of the Programme Budget Estimate is also the duty of a producer 

as other than the 

directorial function the producer has to manage the finances of 

the production on behalf of the 

organization or the channel, he 

or she is working for. In this whole cost of direct or indirect expenditures 

are mentioned for the approval from the finance department. PBE is made for a 

complete quarter that is 

of thirteen weeks and all expected expanses are catered in it. 

 

Essentials of PBE 

�Talent fee 

�Script fee 

�Research fee 

�Transportation 

�Logistics 

�Accommodation 

�Unforeseen expanses 



Indoor Production 

The requirements for indoor productions are different than that of outdoor pr

oductions, it include: 

Set designing 

The director has to sit together with the designer to discuss the set to 

be erected in the studio for the 

recording of any programme. 

Properties 

The items to be used on a set are called properties 

or "props" ion short form, these include, furniture, 

decoration pieces, room accessories and other domestic items of daily utility. 

The staff that matters in production 

�Set designer 

�Lighting director 

�Cameraman 

�Editor 

�Director 



Storyboard 


























































